Manananggoogle is a model equal opportunity workplace. Our hiring policies redress the gender imbalance rampant in corporate culture: we train women in leadership/executive positions ("Tops") and men in administrative support roles ("Bottoms").

A successful corporation has a well-defined hierarchy. Know your place.

Female/Female-Identified Trainees: Assume the positions below.

Male/Male-Identified Trainees: Assume the positions on opposite page.

ASSUMING THE RIGHT POSITION

“The Manifest Destiny”

1. Take any seat you want.
2. Lean back in your chair.
3. Raise your well-heeled feet onto the table.
4. Clasp both hands behind your head, elbows spread wide open.
5. Claim your territory, taking as much space as possible.
6. Let them come to you.

“The Iron Butterfly”

1. Stand tall with your back erect, feet spread shoulder-width apart.
2. Make fists with both hands and place them firmly on your waist.
3. Chin up, slowly survey the room as you inhale your domain.
4. Feel the power rise up from between your - shoes.
5. Let the Butterfly Effect take hold.
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Manananggoogle is a model equal opportunity workplace. Our hiring policies redress the gender imbalance rampant in corporate culture: we train women in leadership/executive positions (“Tops”) and men in administrative support roles (“Bottoms”).

A successful corporation has a well-defined hierarchy. Know your place.

Female/Female-Identified Trainees: Assume the positions on opposite page.

Male/Male-Identified Trainees: Assume the positions below.

ASSUMING THE RIGHT POSITION

1. Stand with a crumpled posture, contracting your body to minimize the space you occupy.
2. Direct your gaze downward, point your toes inward and cross your arms.
4. Tread lightly.
5. Claim no credit.
7. Prepare to fetch coffee for your superior.
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